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FOREWORD

As the Department of Defense turns increasingly to the commercial market for the products and services it needs, knowledge and understanding of the industries and sectors that make up the global commercial market becomes a vital capability. Market research is conducted to determine the availability of commercial products and services and to identify market practices.

This handbook updates and expands the SD-5 handbook dated February 1992, *Market Analysis for Nondevelopmental Items*. This updated version of our handbook focuses on market research leading to the acquisition of both commercial items and commercial services. Market research is also an important tool for identifying and buying nondevelopmental items (NDI), when suitable commercial items are not available. However, because of the breadth and scope of market research needed for a successful commercial acquisition, I felt this additional guidance specifically for commercial acquisitions would prove useful. Our SD-2 handbook, *Buying Commercial & Nondevelopmental Items*, contains general guidance on buying NDI, including conducting market research.

In putting together this handbook, we placed an emphasis on practical information, recognizing that market research varies depending on the acquisition. As a result, a variety of examples demonstrating successful methods for performing market research, and the analysis and use of market research information, are included. Since the publication of the original handbook in 1992, the use of the Internet as a market research tool has emerged. Appendix A addresses the use of electronic databases available through the Internet and on CD-ROM.

I would like to thank the members of the market research working group, chartered by the Defense Standards Improvement Council, which included representatives from the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Defense Logistics Agency. Their experience and insight shaped the handbook. Working group members are listed on our homepage at the Internet address cited on the next page. They are individually a valuable source of information on market research.

Your recommendations on improving the content of this handbook are welcome. Please send your comments to:

Director, Acquisition Practices  
ODUSD (Industrial Affairs & Installations)  
The Pentagon, Rm 3B253  
Washington, DC  20301-3300

Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. Copies are available from the DoD Single Stock Point, Standardization Document Order Desk, 700 Robbins Avenue,
Building 4D, Philadelphia, PA  19111-5094, (215) 697-2667 or 2179. Electronic copies are available from our homepage at the following Internet address: http://www.acq.osd.mil/es/ndi.

/signed/

Walter B. Bergmann, II
Director
Acquisition Practices
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PURPOSE

DoD 5000.2-R, Mandatory Procedures for Major Defense Acquisition Programs and Major Automated Information System Acquisition Programs, requires that market research and analysis be conducted to determine the availability and suitability of commercial and nondevelopmental items prior to the commencement of any development effort, during the development effort, and prior to the preparation of any product description. Part 10 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation prescribes policies and procedures for conducting market research to arrive at the most suitable approach to acquiring, distributing, and supporting supplies and services.

This handbook is intended to complement DoD 5000.2-R and Part 10 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation by providing general guidance, tools, and examples to assist you in conducting market research for a wide variety of items and services.
WHAT IS MARKET RESEARCH?

Market research is a continuous process for gathering data on product characteristics, suppliers’ capabilities and the business practices that surround them—plus the analysis of that data to make acquisition decisions. This requires one to collect and analyze information about the market that subsequently can be used to determine whether the need can be met by products or services available in the commercial market; whether commercial practices regarding customizing, modifying products or tailoring services are available to meet customer needs; what are the customary terms and conditions, including warranty, buyer financing, and discounts under which commercial sales are made; and whether the distribution and logistics support capabilities of potential suppliers are sufficient to meet the needs of the government.

Market research information can be used to shape the acquisition strategy, to determine the type and content of the product description or statement of work, to develop the support strategy, the terms and conditions included in the contract, and the evaluation factors used for source selection.

WHY DO MARKET RESEARCH?

Market research is essential to optimize the potential use of commercial items, commercial services, and nondevelopmental items to meet agency needs.

The DoD acquisition community has been challenged to reduce unique military requirements that result in unique processes within defense production facilities. Removal of these requirements will broaden the industrial base available to fill DoD requirements and allow historically defense oriented production facilities to expand and become competitive in the commercial market. The benefits of a globally competitive, national industrial base are not only reduced cost, but also reduced acquisition cycle times. We need to deliver new systems to warfighters within commercially available cycle times, which are much shorter than the average 12-to 18-year development cycle for a major DoD weapon system.

Access to the commercial marketplace will also provide access to the latest advances in technology. Military R&D no longer leads commercial in areas such as electronics. In the global marketplace, everyone has access to the same commercial technology base. In the future, part of the military advantage will belong to those who capture state-of-the-art technology, get it into weapons systems, and successfully field those systems first.
The preference for utilizing the commercial market applies to more than items and systems. To meet its budget and readiness goals, the Department of Defense is turning increasingly to the commercial market for services it needs, as well.

From a practical standpoint, we can achieve none of these mandates and goals without market research. Thorough market research provides the basis for

- identifying opportunities for using commercial items or services to meet defense needs,
- determining the availability of other existing items (nondevelopmental items) to meet defense requirements (see SD-2),
- writing product descriptions and statements of work which allow companies to offer their commercial items and services in consonance with commercial practice, and
- crafting acquisition strategies, solicitations, contracts, and support and test plans that accommodate and take advantage of commercial business practices and encourage commercial competition.

Not only does utilization of the commercial marketplace make sense from cost, schedule, and technology considerations, it is also required by law. The Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 (FASA) requires that federal agencies to the extent practicable

- buy commercial items, commercial services, and nondevelopmental items to meet agency needs,
- require prime contractors and subcontractors at all levels to incorporate commercial and nondevelopmental items as components of systems they develop for federal agencies,
- state specifications in terms that enable and encourage companies to supply commercial and nondevelopmental items, and
- revise procurement policies, practices, and procedures—not required by law—to remove impediments to the acquisition of commercial items.

FASA also specifically requires federal agencies to conduct market research prior to developing new specifications for procurement and before soliciting bids or proposals for a contract which exceeds $100,000.
WHEN IS MARKET RESEARCH DONE?

Market research is done throughout the acquisition process, beginning with the mission needs statement. The level of specificity and scope varies at different points, but market research is a continuous process.

Market research, done early in the acquisition process, also provides information about commercial practices that you can use to shape the acquisition strategy, support and test plans, product description, statement of work, evaluation factors, and contract terms and conditions.

Early in the acquisition process, before the operational requirement document (ORD) is validated, for example, it is possible to compare the user’s need to the capabilities of the commercial market and determine

- the availability of products to meet the requirement as is,
- the ability of suppliers to modify their products to meet the user’s requirement, and
- the flexibility of users to modify their requirements to allow the purchase of commercial items, commercial services, or nondevelopmental items.

More thorough market research must be conducted later in the acquisition process to identify the correct set of performance characteristics for the product or service description (system specification, commercial item description, statement or work), the appropriate contract terms and conditions, and the commercial practices affecting the support strategy and the acquisition strategy in general. Figure 1 illustrates the ongoing market research areas during the acquisition process.

Figure 1: Iterative Market Research Activities
For system acquisitions, market research is iterative. If the initial market research leads to the conclusion that no existing system can meet the need, market research must continue throughout design to identify commercial and nondevelopmental items that can be integrated as subsystems, components, and support equipment even though the overall system is military-unique. DoD 5000.2 and FAR Part 11 instruct program managers and contracting officers to require contractors to incorporate commercial items as components of systems developed for the DoD.

Market research has two phases: market surveillance and market investigation. Market surveillance is an ongoing process and includes all the activities that acquisition personnel perform continuously to keep themselves abreast of technology and product developments in their areas of expertise. Market investigation, which involves more comprehensive research, is conducted in response to a specific materiel need or need for services.

### PROCUREMENT INTEGRITY

The procurement integrity act (41USC423) prohibits personnel “participating personally and substantially” in a federal agency procurement from:

- soliciting or accepting jobs or business opportunities from...
- asking for or receiving things of value ($10 or more) from...
- disclosing bidder proposal information to...
- disclosing source selection information which has not already been made public to competing contractors.

Source selection information includes: bid prices in response to an IFB; proposed costs or prices in response to an RFP; source selection plans; technical evaluation plans; proposal evaluations; competitive range determinations; rankings of bids, proposals or competitors; and source selection panel reports.

Discussions between industry representatives and acquisition personnel which do not lead to the above prohibited activities are not just allowed, they are encouraged when the purpose is to gain a better understanding of the commercial market, including appropriate selection criteria. Personnel who are “participating personally and substantially”

- prepare or review specifications
- evaluate bids or proposals
- select sources
- conduct negotiations
- review and approve contract awards, modifications, or extensions.

Refer to FAR 3.104 for more details.
WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN MARKET RESEARCH?

The military services and agencies do not have a specific group of people called market researchers; instead, a wide range of people are called upon to perform market research related to their area of expertise. Your participation may vary, depending on your organization and the types of items for which you are responsible. A team effort may be the best approach since many functional areas may need information gathered during market research.

Consider the factors which will affect the success of the entire acquisition when you identify who must have input to the market investigation. What information is needed to make the decision to buy from the commercial market? To prepare the product description you need to know the performance characteristics upon which products and services are valued and distinguished from one another. If an item needs follow-on support, such as spare parts and repair, you will need to know the characteristics of the follow-on support system. Is third party testing used? What business practices are standard? What practices are standard for the insertion of new technology? The market investigation lends itself to a team effort because of the many aspects which may be involved. The team may be composed of the following specialists as appropriate:

Technical specialist

Depending on the stage of the acquisition, and the type of acquisition this person may be the program manager, the technical specialist, or the project officer.

The program manager is responsible for defining and executing the acquisition strategy. He may join a market research team in the early stages of the acquisition as the materiel developer representative to better understand the analysis of alternatives and other market factors affecting the acquisition.

The technical specialist or project officer has overall responsibility for market research after concept exploration. That individual may be the person responsible for translating the requirement into a product description (commercial item description, statement of work, or specification). The technical specialist’s base of knowledge of the product and industry ensures that the item or service meets the identified need. Because he identifies the potential tradeoffs and product modifications that the users and the potential suppliers will consider, the technical specialist must be extremely conscious of the cost-quality tradeoff.
User

The user—the customer—must be satisfied with the item’s performance. The user has two roles: to evaluate whether the potential product can operate in the environment in which it must function and to refine the requirement or identify techniques for mitigating performance risk as new information raises the possibility of tradeoffs.

Market research is also important to the user during the preparation of mission needs and operational requirements documents. Market research allows the user community, in conjunction with the technical community to identify risk acceptable or leading edge technologies for systems to provide “leap ahead” capabilities.

Logistics specialist

The team may need a member who is experienced in the support—spare parts, maintenance, warranties, and other support issues—for the potential commercial item. The logistics member can identify what information needs to come from the market investigation on the existing support system and the support-related aspects of the item.

Testing specialist

In a commercial item acquisition, the emphasis is on test and evaluation and past performance rather than on research and development. The test and evaluation specialist can provide insight into the validity and relevance of outside testing results and help specify the information which will be needed to address the criteria defined for operational testing.

Cost analyst

The cost analyst can assist by reviewing and comparing the affordability aspects of various alternative solutions to meeting a DoD requirement. The cost analyst may also need information related to price analysis.

Legal counsel

Legal counsel can determine if commercial business practices conflict with government contract law and assist in identifying appropriate documentation of market research findings and conclusions.

Contracting officer

The contracting officer can identify information on general business practices and contract terms and conditions that will be needed to successfully carry out the acquisition.
**Market Research Shapes the Support Plan**

When the Army Armament Research and Development Center was exploring the feasibility of replacing the M-21 Sniper Rifle with a commercial rifle, its original support plan called for operator maintenance of the firing pin and the extractor with his organic tools. The market research survey revealed that some candidate systems were not capable of having the extractor replaced by the operator. The requirement was relaxed to allow replacement by either the operator or unit armorer.

The Army also reduced the service life of the rifle from 15,000 rounds to 10,000 rounds based on the results of the market survey.

**HOW IS MARKET RESEARCH DONE?**

Think of market research as the sum of two interrelated processes: market surveillance and market investigation.

Market surveillance is the process of staying abreast of general industry practices and trends. Acquisition personnel performing market surveillance are not looking to fill any specific need. While market surveillance is general and ongoing, market investigation has a narrow focus and a specific time frame. Market investigation focuses on a defined requirement and results in a recommendation on whether or not commercial items or services can fill that need. The following sections discuss these two phases.

**Market Surveillance**

Market surveillance gives you the background and knowledge needed to carry out timely and thorough market investigations for specific acquisitions. When a new DoD requirement is identified, the military service or component must decide which of the following two propositions is valid:

- It is likely that the item or service is available from the commercial market or from other sources (NDI).
- It is highly unlikely that the item exists or that the service is available in the commercial market.
The DoD component defining the requirement also needs to know whether a commercial product or service would be available if the requirement were modified somewhat. Acquisition personnel must be able to say, for example, to the users: “If you can relax this part of your requirement statement, we can provide a commercial item to fill your need cheaper, better, and faster. Can you relax it?” Good tradeoff decisions are made possible by early user involvement and the information gathered during market research.

How do you become informed enough about the marketplace to be able to assist in these preliminary decisions? You rely on market surveillance to provide a general sense of the products and services available in the market and their characteristics and capabilities. Obviously, market surveillance is easier in some product or industry areas than for others. For example, it is easier to stay abreast of a stable market area than a very volatile one. The types of fork lifts, and their capabilities, for example, change far less rapidly than those of computers or other electronic gear. Either way, you must stay well informed about your segment of the market.

A good base for market surveillance is subscribing to, and regularly reading, trade journals for a specific market and maintaining active membership in professional societies. Personal contacts are another valuable source of information. Identify your counterparts in the other DoD components, federal agencies, and private industry. Exchange tips and information with those contacts. There are also companies that prepare commercially developed market surveys that provide information on a specific technology or commodity. For example, there is a yearly report identifying technology trend information for embedded computer products.

Other valuable contacts are the DoD users of your equipment. If your specialty area lends itself to dialogue with your users, they often can alert you to new products or new applications that meet their needs. The users, who have a vital interest in getting good equipment fast, frequently are very well informed. Government laboratories are also good sources for market surveillance information, especially in identifying technology trends and capabilities.

Industry representatives also can provide valuable information. Site visits to suppliers of products and discussions with other users can help you get a better feel for the realities of the industry than you can get by relying solely on advertising brochures and sales pitches. Such visits can help you gauge production prowess and capacity, which can be just as important to the Department as product characteristics. Industry shows, conferences, and
symposia in your product area are good sources of information. Talk to the supplier’s representatives at these affairs.

Market surveillance resources are also available on-line. Automated data bases can provide a quick, cost effective way of keeping up with the published material in a field. Many data bases provide the full texts of articles covering a specific industry. For example, the Materials Business File contains information on technical and commercial developments in iron and steel, nonferrous metals, composites, and other materials. It covers more than 1,300 publications including some less common sources such as dissertations and conference proceedings.

You can search patent records on-line, as well as industry registers such as Dun & Bradstreet and the Thomas Register. Extensive indexes in these data bases allow the user to view information on a subject by entering keywords. Appendix A, “Computer-based Resources for Product and Service Information,” suggests some data bases that may help you do market surveillance. While far from complete, it provides examples of the broad range of data bases currently available.

Also, check with your organization’s library. They have the skill, experience, and resources to locate needed data and often have access to resources at other organizations through cooperative arrangements.

---

**Surveying Commercial Buyers --Microcircuits**

The Defense Supply Center Columbus (DSCC) conducted a survey of commercial companies who, like DSCC, buy microcircuits for application in a variety of systems. Survey questions addressed

- significant technical characteristics,
- inspection, qualification, and supplier audit practices,
- types of specifications used for purchasing, and
- requirements for documentation.

The survey helped DSCC gain a better understanding of the specific commercial practices related to buying microcircuits.
Market Surveillance Shortens the Response Time

Situation

The “Tentage Team” is a multi-functional commodity business unit at the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), Philadelphia, PA. The team was established in early 1995 to better respond to rapidly increasing demands for military tentage. Contingency operations in Desert Shield/Desert Storm had severely depleted US war reserve tentage stocks. Demands from hurricane Andrew along with other demands for urgent relief and deployment of troops in Somalia, Haitian refugee relief in Guantanamo Bay Cuba, and impending deployments to Bosnia threatened to completely drain stocks in spite of industry being near peak capacity for military specification replacements.

Response

Thanks to a strong market surveillance program and up-to-date data base of commercial capabilities, the tentage team was knowledgeable about industry suppliers, processes and materials. What needed to be determined were the characteristics of disaster relief which might allow DPSC and the user to relax some of the MilSpec requirements in order to obtain commercial sources to meet urgent needs (such as snow/wind capabilities, color, etc.). The tentage team met, identified these characteristics, and conducted necessary trade-offs to still meet most of the customer needs.

With the existing data base of capabilities, the tentage team was able to rapidly generate a one page performance specification for urgent relief requirements. This specification was sent to commercial sources and price quotes obtained for their commercial products the following day. Three contracts were awarded in order to meet delivery demands (one of the suppliers was also a new source for Defense Department business). The commercial tents met most of the MilSpec requirements at about one-half the price.

Lessons Learned

Their active market surveillance program and good data base of commercial capabilities allowed the tentage team to determine critical needs, tailor usual military requirements, develop a simplified one page performance specification, solicit and award multiple contracts all within five working days.

A key contribution to the success of the effort was teaming. The people making the decisions all worked together: Supply personnel had to determine the quantities needed (the customer had no idea how many people needed support as the numbers grew every day); technical personnel had to determine minimum requirements, industry capabilities, and trade-offs; and contracting had to put everything together in the contracts. Everyone had to be proactive, flexible and listen to suggestions from industry.

Finally, management had to be supportive to empowerment, and responsive to short fused status briefings with approvals and funding—often with limited data.
Market Investigation

When a need is defined, in many cases market surveillance is sufficient to determine whether a commercial product or service is available or not and little further investigation is needed. If, for example, a requirement is for a simple consumable item such as T-shirts, market surveillance is probably enough for you to say, “Yes, commercial items are available to meet this need.” Perhaps a few phone calls to producers or visits to stores to determine the specific characteristics and practices related to what is available will be sufficient. However, for more complex acquisitions, further investigation is needed.

For needs involving complex products or services or resulting in high-dollar acquisitions, a comprehensive market investigation is probably necessary. If market surveillance indicates that a commercial item or service might be available, a market investigation is initiated. It is not aimed at selecting sources to compete for a contract award; that takes place later in the acquisition process. Rather, the purpose of the market investigation is to determine, with a high degree of confidence, whether any products or services are available to satisfy the need (including support, standardization, and other considerations) or whether products or requirements can be modified or tailored accordingly. If the commercial market will be the source of supply, then further information on available products and related practices is also needed.

How Much Is Enough?

The scope, extent, and documentation of a market investigation depend on such factors as the anticipated dollar value of the item, its complexity, criticality, and the number of items needed. In the following subsections, we present a generic model of such a market investigation. The model provides enough detail to apply to complex, high value items, but not all parts are necessary for all acquisitions; the model should be tailored to the specific market information needs of your acquisition and the potential for commercial supply.

In addition to or instead of a market survey, consider the following ways to get information on market products and practices: (1) hold presolicitation conferences; (2) circulate draft product descriptions, statements of work, and requests for proposals; (3) conduct government/industry offsites. If, for example, time is short or the acquisition doesn’t warrant a survey, you can at least make draft acquisition documents available to as many potentially interested companies as you can identify. Many buying activities are using the Internet for communicating and receiving comments on draft documents.
Communicating the Requirement to Industry

An important first step in conducting a market investigation is communicating the requirement to industry. This information must reach industry early in the process for two reasons. First, it allows vendors to identify potential commercial products or services that can meet the requirement. Second, early communication of the requirement as a draft or summary saves time in correcting or revising requirements later in the acquisition process and allows industry representatives to better prepare to answer questions asked during subsequent market research and analysis. Take care to communicate the requirement so that industry, especially commercial suppliers, can understand it. It is important to describe the operational environment; for example, it may differ from the commercial use environment. In the case of a reprocurement, it may be necessary to convert detailed specifications to performance and interface requirements before conducting the market investigation to allow the greatest opportunity for potential alternatives.

You may need to provide commercial firms, who haven’t dealt with the government in the past, some general information on the unique aspects of government procurement, such as full and open competition, responsiveness, and the source selection process. You could present this information during a bidders conference or post it on the Internet.

MARKET RESEARCH USING PRODUCT SAMPLES

The Navy’s Office of Safety and Survivability keeps abreast of all types of safety equipment. Its approach to commercial acquisition is an example of market research which combines market surveillance with user testing and some Navy laboratory testing instead of market surveys.

Safety office personnel have a variety of methods of identifying items. They read trade journals, attend trade shows, place notices in the Commerce Business Daily, and discuss equipment needs with users in the field. In brief, they are aware of drawbacks in current equipment and are always looking for new equipment that may resolve those problems.

After a potential item is identified, the Office of Safety and Survivability purchases a few copies and sends them to the field for a performance assessment. Some items are also tested at the office facility in Norfolk, Virginia. If the assessment is favorable, additional purchases are recommended.

This process works well for safety equipment, because most items are inexpensive and rarely need modification to work in a military environment. If minor modifications are required, suppliers are usually willing to make them in response to comments from users.

Safety office personnel also report good support by the commercial firms in terms of providing parts lists, training manuals, training videos, and “800” telephone numbers for ordering replacement parts.
SIX PARTS OF A MARKET INVESTIGATION

We have divided the market investigation into six parts: summary of market surveillance, identification of sources, survey of suppliers, checking of references (other users and buyers), evaluation, and documentation. Figure 2 graphically illustrates the market investigation process.

![Diagram of the Six Parts of a Market Investigation Process]

Figure 2. Parts of the Market Investigation Process

Summary of Surveillance

Part of the value of market surveillance is that you are better prepared to do an efficient market investigation in the limited time you have when faced with an acquisition. The first part of a market investigation is to review and summarize what you already know from your market surveillance. The market investigation can then be targeted to answer specific questions and to fill in gaps in information.
Identification of Sources

The market analyst must identify potential suppliers of acceptable commercial items or services. The potential sources will be asked to participate in a market survey and furnish information on their products or services. In some industries or for some items, everyone may know the suppliers and their products or services. In that case, little effort is required to generate a list of potential suppliers. Other, more diverse industries require considerable effort to identify sources of acceptable products.

Adding new potential sources to a list of suppliers increases competition, which can lead to better products at lower costs for the Department of Defense. In some cases, yours may be the first attempt to meet the requirement with a commercial item, and more effort may be required to identify as many potential sources as possible. You may need new techniques to reach sources that have not previously dealt with the government.

The list of sources starts with information available from market surveillance. Known suppliers of items and those who have bid on contracts in the past constitute a basic list. For certain products, the General Services Administration (GSA) Schedule will identify sources. Announcements of “Sources Sought” or “Request for Information” in the Commerce Business Daily often produce a good response. More importantly, to identify new sources or reach suppliers that have not previously bid on defense contracts try advertising on electronic bulletin boards, the Internet, through trade associations, or in trade publications, which are used by commercial firms in seeking new business. Almost every industry has some established structure for allowing buyers and sellers to find each other. Advertise where the commercial buyers do.

Automation Tip

Automated data bases can help generate a list of potential suppliers. Data bases containing information on government contract awards can identify past suppliers and those that have contracted with other DoD activities or other government agencies. Data bases covering commercial products and suppliers may specialize in one industry or may include products from many industries. Dun & Bradstreet offers the Electronic Yellow Pages, a list of companies referenced by name and address that provides a brief description of products offered. Thomas Register of American Manufacturers is also available on-line. Several data base products are based on the information contained in the federal catalog system. Those data bases relate part numbers and national stock numbers (NSNs) to sources. Similar catalog data bases covering commercial products are also available. Appendix A provides more information on the data bases mentioned above.
Survey of Suppliers

The survey of suppliers may consist of a few telephone calls, or it may be a comprehensive questionnaire sent to a group of potential suppliers, or it may involve the evaluation of product samples. If you decide to use a mail survey, a cover letter or introduction explaining the survey goals and the expected size of the acquisition and a follow-up contact may increase the response rate. Personal contact is best because it provides an opportunity to answer any questions about the survey. The follow-up step is particularly important for encouraging suppliers who have not participated in defense work to respond.

After receipt of the information, it is important to analyze the data to determine whether the information received is sufficient to determine whether the product or service meet the needs of the requirement. It is not uncommon to get incomplete or erroneous data from suppliers. In some cases, you may need to contact an applications, field service, or design engineer for clarification of issues. You may need to appraise the survey information using market surveillance information, analyzing market trends to fill in missing data. For example, you can estimate an end of production date for a product for which you have no data by analyzing comparable products for which data exists and is available.

If a written survey is overly burdensome, many suppliers will not respond. Be careful to request the minimum amount of information you need to make your acquisition decision. The following types of information may be needed depending on the acquisition:

✔️ Product data

Product data is information describing the range of products in the market that may meet the DoD requirement. For example, information on the performance and interface characteristics of products in the market; applicable regulatory commercial, and “de-facto” standards; open system definitions; product differentiating factors; cost driving factors. Product information may be samples, test results, product literature, etc. The most useful product literature includes documents such as product data sheets, independent test reports, and product instructions -- not advertising brochures.

✔️ Supplier capability

Supplier capability includes the number of suppliers in the market and production capacity. For some items, questions about the producer’s capability to meet surge and mobilization demands need to be included.
Market acceptance data

Market acceptance data includes information on annual sales, product maturity, returns on warranty, and other acceptance data related to whether the product meets the government’s needs.

Support data

Support data is information on product support records and experience and the existing support system. Suppliers can provide information on warranties, repair histories, or their policies and procedures on repair and replacement. Questions on how the supplier supports or upgrades discontinued models, when particular products will no longer be produced or supported, and how upgrades are provided in general are also appropriate.

Test data

Suppliers may be able to provide test data from their own laboratories or from private laboratories. This data can be used to validate suppliers’ claims regarding product performance. In some instances, test data can eliminate or reduce the need for further testing. For some products or services, information on regulatory or third party testing or certification (FAA, UL) may be requested.

Business practices

Business practices is information on standard commercial contract terms and conditions and financing arrangements gathered to carry out a commercial acquisition using FAR Part 12 direction. It also includes information on factors affecting how products are sold or distributed in the market.

References and validation data

One of the most important pieces of information is a list of those currently using the product. After the information gathering part of the market investigation is done, the references are used to verify the information submitted by the supplier and to get other users’ views on how the item performs or on the quality of the service provided.
Checking of References (Current Users)

The goal of this part of the market investigation is to determine the actual performance of an item or service. In its response to the supplier’s survey, the supplier should provide names of current customers. Because market investigation is not a source-selection process, it is not necessary to examine every product that potentially meets the requirement. A sample of representative products or suppliers may be adequate. The goal is to verify whether a product or service performs as described in information gathered during the earlier part of the investigation. Also consider reviewing information on past performance and product quality from reliable sources like government data bases, consumer protection organizations, or user groups.

This part of market investigation may require funding, especially if you have to make on site visits to commercial establishments. However, a market investigation is considerably less costly than building prototypes and conducting the extensive testing required during a full-scale development or buying products that turn out, after delivery, not to meet users’ needs.

Depending on the type of items required, several approaches can be taken to verify the supplier’s claims about an item. You can test product samples. Personnel in the field can use or examine a sample. When it is feasible to do so, they should test the item in the environment and in the way that it will be used in the field to determine whether it meets performance claims and operates satisfactorily. The military service or component may wish to rotate the equipment through several units to get feedback from a number of people. Alternatively, personnel may be brought to the site of equipment that cannot be easily transferred.

Another approach is to interview current users of the item or service. Acquiring items—by lease, charter, loan, or purchase—to test in the field is not always feasible. As an alternative, the customers identified in the supplier’s response to the survey can be interviewed for information on actual performance. Some items or services can be verified by telephone calls to current users. An on-site inspection is another possibility.

Private sector users are often willing to discuss good and bad features of products or services. DoD experts can question their private sector counterparts to get additional technical knowledge and to make an informed judgment on whether it meets DoD’s need. For example, the logistics representative on the team could interview maintenance personnel who have experience with the item to determine their maintenance philosophy, how much maintenance is needed, whether parts are easy to replace, etc. Combining approaches may also work.
MARKET RESEARCH SHAPES THE REQUIREMENT

Situation

The Army conducted a market investigation to determine the feasibility of buying a commercial tugboat for harbor and inland towing. Since the tugboat is a complex system that has a high dollar value, they performed an extensive investigation. A major part of the market investigation for the tugboat was an on-site inspection of four of the candidate tugboats, which were in commercial operation. The four tugboats were representative of the nine candidates, and the Army selected them because all were in the same geographic area and could be visited in a week. The Army team prepared a list of questions pertaining to each vessel and spent a day on each tugboat questioning the captain and the crew members.

Tradeoffs

During this part of the market investigation, the Army team performed several tradeoff analyses. It identified four areas in which the requirement would need to be revised if a commercial item acquisition was chosen. The team performed an analysis for each of the following areas:

- **Crew Accommodations**—None of the candidate tugboats could provide crew space complying with 46 CFR 92.2020 requirements for individual crew member space. Either the requirement would have to be waived for a full crew of nine or the crew size would have to be reduced to eight.

- **Length**—The original requirement specified a length of 75 feet. Storage and crew requirements would be difficult to meet at 75 feet, but extending the length requirement to 79 feet would provide adequate space.

- **Speed**—The original requirement called for a light delivery speed of 12 knots, but none of the candidates could meet that requirement under any load conditions. A light speed of 11 knots was judged to be the maximum feasible.

- **Draft/Range**—The original requirement called for a maximum draft of 8 feet. The survey team analyzed the relationship between draft and range and stated that the full cruising range and the additional equipment items desired could be accommodated with a maximum loaded draft of 8.5 feet.

Conclusions

In addition to doing the tradeoff analyses, the Army team identified several pieces of state-of-the-art equipment and determined that they could be accommodated by the candidate tugboats. The team recommended that a commercial acquisition be approved and provided a list of the changes needed in the original requirements document.
Evaluation

The fifth part of a market investigation is to evaluate all the information acquired during the investigation and determine whether a commercial acquisition is feasible. The result may be a determination that it is not feasible; that commercial products or services meet the need as stated; that commercial products or services can meet the need if certain requirements in the original statement are relaxed; or that commercial products or services could be modified to meet the requirement.

For example, when the results of a market investigation are compiled, the candidate products may meet the requirements in varying degrees. Or it may be that no candidate meets a particular requirement, but they all meet all the other requirements quite well. In these situations, it is very useful to have an individual who is responsible for the operational requirement on the market investigation team. You may avoid reducing the candidate field or eliminating a commercial solution by relaxing or deleting the problem requirement if in the judgment of the user that is a reasonable thing to do.

If the user is unwilling to relax or eliminate a particular requirement, then ask the candidates about the feasibility and cost of modifying their product to meet the requirement. For some products, suppliers routinely modify their products for their commercial customers. Another possibility is that the candidates will see that the modification would be commercially marketable and be willing to make the modification in anticipation of a return from the commercial market.

These kinds of trade-off analyses are important tools in establishing a candidate field that presents the overall best choices. In some cases it may be economically feasible to develop techniques that mitigate the risk of using commercial items that do not fully meet the requirement. For example, a commercial alternative may not satisfy a particular reliability requirement (e.g., 300 hours mean time between failures). However, a trade-off analysis might demonstrate that the reliability shortfall could be compensated for by other equipment capabilities or performance. Or, if there were sufficient cost savings per unit, redundancy or a dispose-and-replace policy might compensate for the shortfall. Likewise, use similar analysis to evaluate producers’ processes, production methods, and production control procedures. It is usually better to accept or tailor these rather than to impose totally new procedures that will drive up risk and cost.

Modifying a product can increase program risk, because modification of a commercial item may result in a partial development effort. Many of the cost, risk, schedule, and supportability benefits of buying a commercial
item may be jeopardized as a result of modification. The test and logistics support plans must take the scope of the modification into account to ensure the success of the effort. Evaluate the total effect of modifications, particularly in the area of logistics support. For example, a vendor may not recognize or support the resulting redesigned item and the Department of Defense may have little or no organic support capability for it.

In addition, sometimes additional engineering effort is required to fully evaluate products identified as potential candidates during market investigation. Environmental or conformance tests may be needed to determine whether the product meets particular aspects of the requirement or site visits may be needed to determine if the supplier can provide a consistent product or service.

### Documentation

The documentation of the results of the market investigation is a critical aspect of the process. FAR Part 10 states that agencies “should document the results of market research in a manner appropriate to the size and complexity of the acquisition.” The results should also be documented in a manner appropriate to how they might be used in the future. That is, the type and amount of information you keep should in part be based on how you expect it will be used in the future.

Documentation serves several purposes. First, it provides a historical record of the market research effort and provides evidence that proper market research was done for the acquisition. Second, it may be used in the future by other market research teams investigating similar products to get a feel for what might be available and to get ideas on where to start their investigation. Third, it may be used by the contracting office working on the solicitation for your acquisition to further determine appropriate contract terms and conditions.

Early market research must also be documented in the Operational Requirements Document. DoD 5000.2-R requires the evaluation of requirements based on the potential of the commercial market to meet the user’s need. This evaluation addresses how the desired performance requirements could reasonably be modified to facilitate the use of the commercial market. The results of the evaluation must be included as part of the initial Operational Requirements Document.

Consider documenting information such as the companies contacted, the questions they were asked, a summary of the information provided, test results, and your evaluation of their products or services. The graphic on the following page gives a sample of this type of documentation.
The Army Sniper Rifle—Performance Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidates</th>
<th>System Life (rounds)</th>
<th>Magazine (rounds)</th>
<th>Recoil (ft-lbs)</th>
<th>Collapsed Size (inches)</th>
<th>Accuracy ($P_h$)</th>
<th>Body Armor Penetration Range (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>10,000 min</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>22 max</td>
<td>46 max</td>
<td>.85 min</td>
<td>800 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier A</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier B</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier C</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier D</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier E</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier F</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier G</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier H</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier I</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier J</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier K</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier L</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier M</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market Research Shapes the Test Plan

Under SECDEF orders to expedite the installation of global positioning system (GPS) instrumentation in military aircraft, the NAVSTAR GPS Joint Program Office surveyed the commercial market to determine the possibility of purchasing commercial GPS receivers. From the survey, the program office determined that commercial receivers met the majority of user requirements. The exception was the military unique threshold for electromagnetic interference (EMI). Commercial receivers had not been tested for EMI; their ability to meet the requirement was unknown. The program office acquisition strategy, which combined product demonstrations to show compliance with the other minimum requirements and Government EMI testing, resulted in the acquisition of an unmodified commercial item. The first shipment of 1,672 receivers was delivered 6 months after the SECDEF directive.
MARKET RESEARCH FOR SERVICES

Services require the time and effort of a contractor whose primary purpose is to perform an identifiable task rather than to furnish an end item. Generally, market research for services should provide information on practices used in buying the same or similar services in the commercial market, the identification of potential service providers, and an understanding of the range of capabilities available for the performance of the service sought. Your market investigation should include communication with other users of the service, including those persons involved in service acquisition and administration, as well as the providers of the service needed.

A major difference between market research for services and for products is found in how to determine the quality of what you intend to buy. For services, the determination is more subjective and less precise and requires a different approach to the types of information obtained. For example, past performance is always important, but for services it is paramount. The best indication of the quality of services a contractor will provide is the quality of services that have been provided in the past. You should obtain information about the past efforts that are related to the kind of services you need. Ask potential contractors to supply the following information on past contracts:

- Title and objective of effort
- Contracting agency
- Time period of effort
- Value of contract
- Type of contract (fixed price, cost reimbursement)
- Accomplishments of effort
- Point of contact at the organization receiving the services (to include address and telephone number)

Many service sectors have developed their own standards to which they voluntarily adhere or are governed by regulatory standards. These standards describe the minimum performance you can expect. So if the standard meets your requirement, you can be reasonably confident that a number of companies can provide the needed services. The standard will also provide acceptable quality levels, if they exist. An acceptable quality level establishes the maximum allowable error rate or variation from the standard. For example, a standard for maintenance services may require...
that a particular maintenance action be completed in four hours, with an acceptable quality level of five percent. That is, the service may take more than four hours only five percent of the time. This is important because, unlike products, services can rarely be delivered 100 percent to standard.

The typical costs of services should also be a topic of the market investigation, including the costs of differing acceptable quality levels. As with products, costs can vary considerably depending on the level of quality you need. The cost of a two percent error rate should be greater than the cost of a ten percent error rate.

Consider answering the following types of questions during your market investigation:

- How are services segmented or packaged commercially?
- Which services must be provided locally—which can be provided off-site?
- What factors are used to evaluate service providers?
- What kinds of performance incentives are used?
- What is the normal length of contract?
- Who owns and furnishes needed equipment and supplies?
- What are the qualifications of the people who are providing services?

### Types of Services

- Maintenance, overhaul, or modification of supplies, systems or equipment
- Routine recurring maintenance of real property
- Housekeeping and base services
- Advisory and assistance (consulting) services
- Operation of government-owned equipment, facilities, and systems
- Communication services
- Architect or engineering services
- Transportation services
- Research and development
**Market Research for Services—Joint Industry/Government Offsite Meetings**

In September 1995, Congress acted to close Kelly AFB. This event gave San Antonio Air Logistics Center (SA-ALC) an opportunity to competitively realign its maintenance workloads. Successfully contracting for complex aircraft, engine, and electronic test equipment maintenance worth nearly $1 billion annually might have been an impossible task had it not been for extensive industry and potential bidder participation. In February 1996, SA-ALC’s Request For Proposal Support Office, with the Kelly AFB Propulsion Business Area, held an 8 day in-residence joint industry/government offsite meeting at Bergstrom AFB, a base being closed.

The offsite had 5 purposes:

- Grasp the advantages of commercial practices and learn how to incorporate them into the Air Force’s streamlined acquisition process.
- Understand the needs, expectations, and capabilities of likely players.
- Identify the government’s long-lead actions for developing a Request For Proposal (RFP), adequately defining the workload, and evaluating the responses.
- Derive the “up front” benefits from industry expertise in transition, commercial contracting, and cost reduction.
- Assure successful realignment of the workload while maintaining readiness.

The meeting brought contracting and technical experts from industry and government together, gave them background briefings by subject matter experts, and initiated group discussions. This interchange of ideas brought consensus on many of the issues. Attendees took back to their organizations a group-generated briefing discussing the offsite and its results, a jointly performed risk analysis, a draft statement of objectives and evaluation criteria, an outline of a “commercial-like” solicitation, and a plan for resolving joint industry/government issues.

(Meetings of this type must comply with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) 5 USC App 2, Sec 1-15.)

 Lessons learned:

- Limiting participation to only 20 attendees at any given time created effective group dynamics.
- A Commerce Business Daily announcement requested resumes of companies wishing to attend; the Air Force invited the 9 most representative companies.
- The government placed the results of the offsite on the World Wide Web.
- The spartan environment minimized distractions.
- Significant interchange occurred between attendees even outside the formal meetings.
• A read-ahead package of background information prepared attendees for a rapid start.

• Rules of Engagement stressed the importance of speaking openly and freely.

• Professional facilitators kept the discussion on track and productive.

• Computer “groupware” recorded progress and permitted “anonymous” input.

• E-mail groups and Web posts kept all parties up to date, even after the meeting.

The Air Force learned more about commercial practices, industry capabilities, and ways to more clearly explain government requirements. The open interchange and continuous dialogue has shortened the draft RFP cycle and increased the quality of the solicitation and program.

---

**PRINCIPLES**

In discussing market research, we have described a general process that can be adapted to a wide range of items, services, and organizational structures. Underlying the process are six principles that need to be kept in mind when adapting it:

**Start early**

Begin market research early, while the requirement is still flexible. In a milestone process, begin market research prior to Milestone 0, while the mission need is being defined and in support of the operational requirement document. Additional research will be performed later to identify subsystems or components during design of development programs and to get more specific details related to technical characteristics and related market practices.

**Involve users**

Involve users in the market research process, not merely in defining the requirement. Users can be active participants in the market research for some items and services or testers for others. Try to involve users formally in working groups, but also maintain informal lines of communication between them and the market analysts. Users in the field have access to new technology and new product information that needs to be conveyed to those who define requirements. Users also play a major role in identifying problems with the current equipment or service.
Communicate

Good communication across functional areas and with industry and users is important to the success of a market investigation. For this reason an extensive market investigation may work best as a team effort. The effect of linking each member’s prior experience and area of expertise with the information gathered will guarantee more balanced, “best-value” decisions. In communicating with industry, consider the use of some different forums than those you’ve used in the past to ensure you are communicating with commercial companies – in addition to those that have traditionally dealt in the government market.

Think of market research as an iterative process

Successful market research is an iterative process. Market research is first used to determine the availability of commercial capabilities, practices, items, and services to meet the general requirement. It must also be done later to identify commercial components available for incorporation into systems developed for DoD and to get more specific, detailed information to make various acquisition decisions.

Tailor the investigation

The amount of time and money spent on market research should be related to factors such as the value of the acquisition, the complexity of the item or service, the use of the item or service, and the commercial potential. If market surveillance information tells you there is little potential for commercial use, further market research should be minimal. If commercial potential is high, an extensive market investigation may be called for.

Refine as you proceed

The research should always proceed from the general to the specific. Acquire a little bit of information on many producers and products and a lot of information on the few products that seem likely to meet the requirement. The market research should be structured to acquire only enough information to decide whether to proceed to a more detailed examination of commercial possibilities.
Market Research Shapes the Acquisition

Situation

The near term digital radio program took a different approach to acquiring the latest technology in data communications for the Army. In November 1994 the PEO and PM were tasked to determine the “best” industry could offer in supplying the Army with a new communications system based upon a performance specification and full and open competition. To meet the delivery dates, the proposed system had to be “state of the shelf” with an open architecture to support future growth.

Response

Industry was involved early in the process. Manufacturers were given an executive summary with draft performance specifications in January 1995. Face to face discussions with all interested bidders, which took place before release of the draft RFP (March 95), were conducted to determine what industry was capable of providing. Extensive use of an electronic bulletin board enabled faster dissemination of information and allowed frequent and open dialogue with interested suppliers. A performance specification that specified only minimum requirements allowed use of latest technology. A technical demonstration was part of the evaluation process.

As a result of the market research, several changes were made to the acquisition. They included a reduction in environmental testing, added modeling and simulation, added technical features, a cost plus incentive fee added to the RFP for certain engineering efforts, and a reduced high capacity throughput (to be in line with industry standards).

Communication with industry shaped the specification and RFP. The end result is an Army radio with throughput performance twice that required by the performance specification. The radio was obtained for about one-fourth the cost of a new development. It contains about 95% commercial-off-the-shelf software. The entire process, from receipt of the mission to award of the contract, took fourteen months.

Lessons learned:

- Ensure performance specifications include a clear understanding of the intended use and operational environment.
- Involve industry early to get a realistic assessment of what they can accomplish.
- Maximize the use of face-to-face discussions.
- Use competition to provide leverage.
APPENDIX A:

Computer-based resources for product and service information

What types of computer-based resources are available?

This appendix presents a sample of the data bases that provide product and service information that may be useful in market research. Please note that these resources are not static. Current data bases are updated regularly and new ones frequently enter the market. At the same time, older data bases combine with other sources, or—as items and services change—are deleted from the marketplace.

These data bases may be useful in locating new sources for products and in narrowing your market investigation to products that come closest to meeting your requirements.

Four categories of information are presented: (1) product catalogs, (2) vendor listings, (3) text files, and (4) government contract statistics.

Product catalogs

Parts catalogs list part manufacturers, salient characteristics, part identification, and ordering information. Parts catalogs from commercial vendors, such as Vendor Master Directory from IHS, are a very valuable source of information. Government parts catalogs, although limited to items that the government has already bought, are helpful in locating items falling within the broad definition of nondevelopmental items (NDIs)—items available in the market that do not require additional development.

Catalogs provide some or all of the following information on specific parts or components: the manufacturer’s part number, the national stock number (NSN), a description of the part’s characteristics (shape, size, and performance specifications). Cross-referencing enables you to search for a specific part by using any known piece of information about that part. You can also search for items that meet a set of characteristics.

Some catalogs also include procurement histories with unit prices. Some commercial parts catalogs reference parts that meet government specifications, providing a cross-reference between commercial parts and
similar government parts. Some catalogs also list services available and the companies who provide them.

**Vendor listings**

Vendor listings can be general, surveying a wide field, or very specific to a particular category. If a specific listing does not give you the data you need, try calling the parent company to inquire about other related listings.

**Text files**

Text file data bases contain either the full text or an abstract of published material and include bibliographic references. Some text files cover a broad range of business and economic information across all segments of the economy. These data bases can be helpful in assessing the health of particular industries or even specific companies’ past performance as part of market surveillance or investigation. Others specialize in one kind of information, such as new product announcements.

Material for the files is collected from trade journals; newspapers; government publications; and new product announcements, press releases, and annual reports released by individual companies. Almost any publicly available information may be included in these data bases. Users locate articles by using keywords, product names, services, or the name of a particular company.

The Internet is a useful source of data for market research. The hypertext files it has made commercially available may contain information summaries of lengthy documentation as text alone or as a combination of text and multimedia. Information comes from varied sources: agency home pages, individual commercial sites, and cooperative service providers.

When information on a specific company is needed, you can use that company’s Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to find the company’s Internet site. Specific products or services can be located by the use of key words through search engines (internal software search programs), such as Gopher, Lycos, or Alta Vista.

Another method of locating a particular item or service is to query a Usenet news site. These locations on the Internet are used by individuals with similar interests that may be product or service oriented (computers, boats, electronic gear). A news site is similar to a public bulletin board. You can read, post information or questions, or respond to information. You will want to validate information from this type of site.
Government procurement contract information

For contract actions over $25,000, the source of data for government-wide contract information data bases is the Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS). In addition to providing information on parts and components, the FPDS can make commercial and nondevelopmental items visible at the system or subsystem level. The information available includes:

- contractor’s name and address
- federal supply code for the item purchased
- commercial and government entity (CAGE) code
- location where the contract was performed
- identification of small or minority owned businesses
- type, dollar value, and date of the contract.

These data bases are cross-referenced to allow searches on the basis of any data field or piece of information. While most of the data comes from the FPDS, commercial vendors of contract information data bases usually add information or cross-references which expand the use of the FPDS data.

What information is provided by computer-based products?

These automated data bases allow you to survey the field quickly. They provide leads and avenues to explore. They are, for the most part, very current. Computer-based products identify points of contact for potential customers. For complete information, contact the government or company representative.

The data bases listed in this appendix are divided into commercial listings, government listings, and Internet sites. Listings within each category are arranged alphabetically by the name of the parent organization or company producing the system. Some companies offer more than one system or product.

Each listing gives the name, address, and a point of contact for the parent company and briefly describes selected products the company offers. For each product the type of information (parts catalog, vendor listing, text file, or contract procurement data file) and the type of media used to convey the data (paper copy, compact disk, or on-line computer access) is given.

Most of the companies provide a toll free 800 telephone number and a fax number. Internet addresses or e-mail addresses are provided when known. Access to Internet sources requires linkage to the World Wide Web through an individual computer link or a local area network (LAN) link.
What does computer-based information cost?

The government systems described combine direct access and user fee, subscription, or are free. All the commercial data information products described are offered by private companies and require subscriptions. Some information on the Internet is free; some requires a use subscription or other fee.

Costs vary with the type of information provided, the number of services (sources) used, and the number of users in your group or office. Most suppliers have a flat-rate, yearly subscription fee in addition to a per-use charge.

What information is not included in this appendix?

This appendix is not intended to be inclusive. It provides examples of information available in electronic data bases; but it does not include every data base for every industry or product, or even every data base offered by the parent companies listed. It excludes catalogs limited to information about a single company’s products.

The examples listed are for illustration. The introduction provided here is intended to encourage you to explore the available data bases and find the resources that will best meet your needs.

How was this sample of data products selected?

DoD acquisition personnel were asked to identify the systems they currently use to locate commercial items and services and nondevelopmental items. These systems were the starting point for research into other potentially useful sources of information.

Private sector users of the Internet were asked how they remain current with products they use or provide to others. Visits to Internet sites identified some that might be of particular use in market analysis or market surveillance.

Companies previously listed in SD 5 were asked to update their product information. In some cases, products no longer viable were deleted.
How is an on-line search conducted?

There are two methods of conducting on-line searches. The first is to conduct an individual search through Internet sources. The second is to use a search service.

If you are very familiar with the product or service on which you are conducting market research, you will probably find yourself well prepared to undertake an individual search. If your time is very limited or your familiarity with the topic is low, then employing a professional research service may be the best option. For example, DIALOG information service from Knight Ridder has over 500 data bases, many of which cover trade and industry data. Other search services include LEXIS-NEXIS, Westlaw, NewsNet, Profound, and Data Times. These services generally have access to more information than you can get off the Internet; however, a search service can be expensive.

I-Mart—DoD’s Internet Market Research Tool

The DoD Commercial Advocates Forum sponsors a useful market research tool, i-Mart, that brings the resources of numerous search engines, directories, and data bases to one Internet site. The tool provides three ways to specify a product or service on which to perform research:

- Use a Federal Supply Class (FSC) or Federal Supply Group (FSG) code (i-Mart also provides a tool to find the codes with a description of the desired product or service).

- Enter a description of the desired product or service.

- Enter a description and a code to further narrow your search.

The user then selects which web sites and search engines will be analyzed and begins the research. The Internet address of this tool is: http://www.i_mart.org. The Internet address of the Commercial Advocates Forum is: http://www.cadv.org.
COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS

The American National Standards Institute

11 West 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036
Contact:  voice  (212) 642-8908
          fax     (212) 398-0023
          Internet http://www.nssn.org/

*The National Standards System Network (NSSN)* is designed to provide a wide range of standards information from major standards developers, including the American National Standards Institute, other U.S. private sector standards organizations, government agencies (including DOD), and international standards organizations. At its core, NSSN has a data base pointing to over 100,000 standards currently in use.

Type:     Integrated catalog data base
Availability:  Internet
Cost:      Basic service - no; Enhanced service - yes
Contact:   AV 9324676 or (616) 961-4725

Dun’s Marketing Services (DMS)

Three Sylvan Way
Parsippany, NJ  07054-3896
Contact:  voice  1- 800-223-1026
          fax     (201) 455-7203

*Dun’s Electronic Yellow Pages* contains names, addresses, DUNS number, primary and secondary standard industrial classification (SIC) codes, and number of employees for about 8.5 million U.S. businesses and professionals. The information is arranged into seven groups based on SIC codes: construction, financial services, manufacturers, professional services, retailers, services, and wholesalers.

Type:     Vendor listing
Availability: Online through DIALOG
Cost: Pricing information available from DIALOG

**Dun’s Market Identifiers** has information on 2.3 million establishments that have five or more employees or over $1 million annual sales. Provides more specific data than that in the Yellow Pages.

Type: Vendor listing
Availability: Online through DIALOG
Cost: Pricing information available from DIALOG

**Dun’s Million Dollar Directory** covers 160,000 companies with a net worth of $500,000 or more. Contains more detailed information than the Yellow Pages.

Type: Vendor listing
Availability: Online from DIALOG or on CD-ROM
Cost: Pricing information available from DIALOG. Call 1-800-526-0651 for CD-ROM pricing information.

ECRI
5200 Butler Pike
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Contact: (610) 825-6000

ECRI (formerly the Emergency Care Research Institute) is a nonprofit organization specializing in information about medical devices and equipment. It offers three products.

**Health Devices Sourcebook** provides information on North American manufacturers, importers, and distributors of more than 5,000 medical devices and equipment. The database also covers medical equipment services companies. A typical entry contains information on the manufacturer or distributor, the name and price range for the product, and the source of the information.

Type: Parts catalog
Availability: Online through DIALOG. Custom search services available. The Sourcebook is also offered in print.
Cost: Pricing information available from DIALOG
**Health Devices Alerts** reports on hazards, recalls, and problems with medical devices. Information is gathered from over 500 publications, from reports to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and from health care professionals.

**Type:** Text file  
**Availability:** Online through DIALOG and in print, published weekly  
**Cost:** Pricing information available from DIALOG

**Health Care Products Comparison System** compares the features, specifications, and life cycle costs of capital medical equipment.

**Type:** Text file  
**Availability:** CD-ROM  
**Cost:** $1,995.00

**Forecast International Inc.**

22 Commerce Rd.  
Newtown, CT 06470  
Contact: voice (203) 426-0800  
fax (203) 426-1964

**DMS/FI Contract Awards** includes all nonclassified prime contract awards over $25,000. The data is received from the FPDS. The data base is cross-referenced so that awards can be grouped into various categories.

**DMS/FI Market Intelligence** identifies companies involved in domestic and international defense and aerospace programs. Data is gathered from a number of government and public sources.

**Type:** Contract data  
**Availability:** Both available online through DIALOG.  
**Cost:** Pricing information available from DIALOG
ILI Infodisk, Inc.
The Plaza Building
14-25 Plaza Rd.
Fair Lawn, NJ  07410
Contact:  voice (201) 986-1131
            fax (201) 703-8390

Standards Infodisk is a standards management and bibliographic information asset. It contains detailed information from official sources on 25,000 national, international, and military standards from the industrial world. Locate standards by number, keyword or phrase (within title and extended summary), publisher, date, or any combination of these.

Type: Text file
Availability: CD-ROM
Cost: $2,395 annual subscription; quarterly updates

Information Access Company
362 Lakeside Drive.
Foster City, CA  94404
Contact:  voice 1-800-321-6388
            fax (216) 229-9944

Aerospace/Defense Markets and Technology provides abstracts of articles from over 100 defense journals and over 1,500 other business and trade publications. Information on major contract awards is also included, providing information on contractor, agency, dollar amount, award date, type of contract, and contract number.

F&S Index provides a short description and reference for articles from over 2,000 international publications. The data base includes articles on trends in economics, labor markets, government regulations, and other events that impact businesses. The data base is linked to PTS PROMT so that the full text of relevant articles can be examined.
Globalbase provides abstracts of articles from newspapers and trade publications in 10 languages, translated into English. Information focuses on products, markets, and companies in Europe and the Third World.

New Product Announcements contains the full text of news releases from companies describing new products or services.

Predicasts’ Overview of Markets and Technology (PROMT) contains abstracts and full text records from journals, newspapers, industry newsletters, research studies, corporate news releases, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) registration statements, company annual reports, and investment analysts’ reports. The data base provides worldwide coverage of over 60 manufacturing and service industries. New products and technologies are covered, along with other areas of interest such as market size and trends, product sales, market plans, capital expenditures, R&D, and new or expanded facilities.

Trade and Industry Index database provides references for industry information from published sources in the United States, Canada, and other industrialized nations. The references focus on marketing and financial data for an industry, an industry sector, or a product. Each record contains an abstract of the original source and a complete bibliographic reference. (Call 1-800-227-8431, ext. 2643, for information about this specific data base.)

Type: Text files
Availability: All are available online from multiple commercial vendors
Cost: Call for pricing information
Information Handling Services (IHS)
15 Inverness Way E.
P. O. Box 1154
Englewood, CO  80150
Contact: voice  800-241-7824
          fax  (303) 799-4085
          Internet http://www.ihs.com

IHS offers several data base products and is continually adding new products and services. Often several products may be packaged into a single subscription. Some of the data base products are limited to one industry or to a small group of related industries. Following are descriptions of some of the products offered.

**Haystack** contains data on more than 6 million manufacturers’ parts. Items are referenced by NSN, NIIN, logistics reference number, item standardization code, item characteristics, manufacturer’s name and FSCM, user-Service codes, and many other codes relating to procurement and logistics. Data sources include the Master Cross-Reference List, the Management Data List - Consolidated, and the Federal Supply Code for Manufacturers.

**Type:** Parts catalog
**Availability:** Online, via Internet, or on CD-ROM

**Vendor Master Directory** is an index of 25,000 vendor catalogs. The index cross-references products and manufacturers, and provides a reference for the full text of the vendors’ catalogs on microfilm and CD-ROM.

**Type:** Parts catalog
**Availability:** CD-ROM

**Computer Aided Product Selection (CAPS)** data base provides specifications, characteristics, and scanned images for integrated circuit semiconductor devices and components from 425 manufacturers. Product names and manufacturers, pin for pin replacements, and upgrades and downgrades are provided for 500,000 records, which include 150,000 discontinued and obsolete components. MILSPEC items are included.
Inventory Locator Service (ILS)

ILS Database Services
3965 Mendenhall Rd.
Memphis, TN 38115
Contact: voice 1-800-233-3414
          fax (901) 794-1760
          Internet http://www.go-ils.com

Aviation Industry Database covers aircraft parts in three data bases. The parts availability data base contains information on suppliers’ inventories and on major aircraft manufacturers’ cross-reference files. The overhaul capability data base contains information on where aircraft can be overhauled. The cross-reference data base contains 75 million records on parts, including such things as NSN, technical characteristics, DoD interchangeability, DoD procurement history, and other logistics references. Data come from foreign and domestic manufacturers, airlines, dealers, and brokers. Bulletin board available.

Marine Industry Database covers marine vessel parts in the same format as the Aviation Industry Database. Manufacturers, fixed-base operators, users, dealers, and brokers supply data. Bulletin board available.

Type: Parts catalogs
Availability: Online from ILS
Cost: Contact ILS for pricing information
Jane’s Information Group
P.O. Box 1436
Alexandria, VA  223132036
Contact: voice  1-800- 824-0768
fax (703) 836-0029
Internet  http://www.janes.com

Jane’s Defense Equipment Library
Type: Text file
Availability: CD-ROM

Jane’s Market Intelligence Library
Type: Text file
Availability: CD-ROM

Jane’s Defense Magazine Library contains the complete text of the following magazines: Jane’s Defence Weekly, Jane’s Intelligence Review, Jane’s Navy International Review, Jane’s Foreign Report, and International Defense Review
Type: Text file
Availability: Online

Jane’s Geopolitical Library contains the Jane’s Sentinel Series.
Type: Text file
Availability: Online or CD-ROM

Jane’s Transportation Library
Type: Text file
Availability: CD-ROM
Cost: Call for pricing information.
**Knight-Ridder Information, Inc.**
1525 Wilson Blvd., Suite 650
Arlington, VA 22209
Contact: voice 1-800-334-2564
fax (703) 524-1680

**DIALOG** is a world leader in information delivery. It provides worldwide company information both directory listings and full financial. Covers patents and trademarks including a worldwide collection for patent/trademark searches and competitive intelligence. Topical areas include chemistry, environment, science and technology technical literature and reference to support research needs.

Type: Parts and service catalog, text file, vendor listing
Availability: Online or CD-ROM
Cost: $295.00 initial fee plus $144.00 annual fee

**DataStar** offers information covering European company information, major news carriers, EU legislative developments, trade information, economic and political information.

Type: Parts and service catalog, text file, vendor listing
Availability: Online and CD-ROM
Cost: Call for pricing information

**R. R. Bowker Company**
245 W. 17th St.
New York, NY 10011
Contact: voice 1-800-323-3288, (212) 337-6989
fax (212) 645-0475

**Microcomputer Software Guide Online** describes 30,000 software programs offered by 4,000 producers and vendors. Provides information on programming language, hardware, price, and publisher’s name, address, and telephone number. The data base is indexed and has descriptor codes for each record to provide search capability.

Type: Parts catalog
Availability: Online through DIALOG. Also available in print as The Software Encyclopedia, published annually.

Cost: Pricing information available from DIALOG

**Sterling Commerce**

487 Devon Park Dr., Suite 215
Wayne, PA 19087
Contact: voice (610) 687-7500
          fax (610) 687-7510

*First Place* lists hundreds of food service dealers, consultants, and designers. It offers computer system requirements and recommendations.

Type: Parts and service catalog
Availability: CD-ROM
Cost: $249 per year

**Thomas Online**

One Penn Plaza
New York, NY 10119
Contact: voice 1-800-699-9822
          fax (212) 290-7362 or 7365
          Internet http://www.thomasregister.com

*Thomas Register Online* is the electronic version of the Thomas Register of American Manufacturers. It covers about 148,000 companies, public and private, and 110,000 brand names. A cross-reference identifying company name changes is included. The web site covers companies and products, public and private, national and international. This company is used in buying products and services at a rate of more than $400 million a day.

Type: Parts catalog
Availability: Online, CD-ROM, or Internet.
Cost: CD-ROM cost $395.00
GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS

Defense Logistics Services Center (DLSC)
74 North Washington
Battle Creek, MI 49017-3084

**FED LOG** provides the data used to produce (1) the Master Cross-Reference List, (2) the Management Data List (MLC), (3) Air Force Interchangeability and Substitutability (I&S), (4) the Federal Item Logistics Data Record (FILDR), (5) CAGE codes, (6) the Federal Supply Classification (FSC), and selected portions of the Federal Item Name Directory. The database also contains data unique to each Service, provided by the Services. The files can be searched on the basis of NSN, NIIN, CAGE codes, or part numbers.

Type: Parts catalog
Availability: CD ROM from DLSC. Limited to government subscribers.
Contact: AV 9324676 or (616) 961-4725

**Military Engineering Data Asset Locator System (MEDALS)** contains unclassified information for locating technical data including such items as technical manuals and engineering drawings. MEDALS tells the user what information is available, where it can be obtained, and who the point of contact is. Data come from repositories such as the Air Force Logistics Center, Defense Logistics Agency Supply Centers, Navy Ships Parts Control Center and Aviation Supply Office, and the Marine Corps Logistics Base.

Type: Text file
Availability: Online through Logistics Remote Users Network (LOGRUN). Through Internet with individual user code.
Contact: AV 932-4754 or FTS 552-4754
Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC)

8725 John J. Kingman Road, Suite 0944
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060-6218

The Defense Technical Information Center provides numerous text files including technical reports on defense sponsored R&D, independent R&D efforts initiated by DoD contractors, technical reports by DoD industrial analysis centers, and more. DTIC also offers search services. The DTIC home page provides information on all the products and services available through DTIC.

Type: Text files
Availability: On-line, hard copy, and microfilm reports
Cost: Some free products. See home page at address below (under products and services) for pricing information
Contact: voice 1-800-CAL-DTIC
Internet http://www.dtic.mil

Government Wide Information Systems Data Center

Federal Procurement Data Center
U.S. General Services Administration (GSA)
7th & D Streets SW, Rm 5652
Washington, D.C. 20407
Contact: voice 202-401-1529
fax 202-401-1546
e-mail john.cochran@gsa.gov
Internet http://www.gsa.gov/staff/opp/fpds

Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS) contains approximately 50 data elements. It identifies procurement category, dollar obligation, principal place of performance, and contractor identification for approximately 200,000 annual transactions exceeding $25,000 and gives summary information for approximately 2,000,000 smaller transactions. (Information as listed on Form SS279 for over
$25,000 and summary information on Form SS281 for contracts under $25,000.) A GSA home page offers current information and messages on procurement activities.

Type: Contract data
Availability: Hard copy

Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC)

Commercial Technology Applications Engineering Branch
Code 6022
Crane, IN 47522-5001

Product and Technology Surveillance (PAT) is a knowledge-based Internet site used to share commercial item market survey information and technology surveillance information. PATS is a library structured around commercial electronics-based computing resources used in military systems. It includes information such as product life cycle data, commercial item evaluation data, technology trend analysis, and hot links to relevant technology manufacturers and standards bodies.

Type: Parts catalog
Availability: Online or CD ROM.
Cost: No.
Internet http://pats.crane.navy.mil
Contacts: Jerry L. Braun E-mail: jerry@homer.crane.navy.mil.
INTERNET SITES

BizWeb
Contact: Bob Baggerman
 e-mail bob@bizweb.com
 Internet http://www.bizweb.com

Company and product information on Internet gathered together by BizNet. 3144 companies are categorized and listed by goods and services they provide.

CommerceNet
Contact: Patrick Corman or Lisa Croel
 voice 415-617-8790
 e-mail infor@commerce.net
 Internet http://www.commerce.net

National Automated Clearing House (NACHA); 140 participants. Provides list of member companies, descriptions, street addresses, electronic catalogs. Defense related products.

Productivity Through Software plc
Contact: http://www.pts.com

Productivity Through Software plc (pts) is Europe’s leading software tools company with sales of over $ 7 million. Covers all European markets with dedicated operations that focuses on major markets. Opening U.S. headquarters in Mountain View, CA.

TechExpo
Contact: Internet http://www.techexpo.com

This site gives on-line exposition for high technology companies and products. The home page of TechExpo is a web site geared for hi-tech in the engineering and life sciences. Tech directories include:

**Tech Companies** lists products and services of over 1,200 companies; indexed alphabetically. Listing provides point of contact, street address, phone and FAX numbers, e-mail and other Internet addresses, and product summary.
**Market Research**

*TechBuyer’s Guide* provides selection charts, fully indexed and searchable. It has over 30 main categories, and 400 subcategories.

*Government Guide* provides link to various government sites, DoD, DoD Information Analysis Centers (IAC) sites.

*Newsletters*

*Calendars* - Calendar listing of technical meetings.

*Magazines* - Listing of technical trade magazines and phone numbers.

*Handbooks*

*Societies* - Comprehensive list of technical societies and phone numbers.

*Bookfairs*

**Yellow Pages**

Contact: Internet http://search1.yellow.com

These worldwide yellow pages allow an investigator to browse by heading (businesses providing a service), name (listings sorted by name), and locations (where the business is located, state, country, zip code). Provides examples of search work formats, i.e., business name: ‘Apple computer’, or ‘*Apple*’, etc. “Pick from a list” function allows a search of headings or locations by alphabetical selections a through z.
APPENDIX B:

Survey of suppliers

The following material gives some examples of topics to cover in a market investigation and offers examples of information you might provide the suppliers to help them to effectively respond to the survey. These examples are not intended to be a complete collection of topics to be covered in a survey nor are they expected to be used in every survey. Each survey should be tailored to the particular needs of the acquisition and the information already available to the government. Generally these examples apply to both suppliers of products and suppliers of services. However, in some cases they may apply only to products or only to services. Information available through other sources should generally be gotten through those sources in order to keep the size of the survey to a minimum. As a general rule the smaller the survey, the better the response rate. Some of this information you may already know as a result of your market surveillance.

INFORMATION TO OBTAIN FROM SUPPLIERS

General Performance Specifications and Product Information

- Product data sheets
- Availability of product samples
- Purchase descriptions used by other government activities or used in commercial transactions, including commercial specifications standards and statements of work
- Average time between model changes and practice of providing continued parts inventories, upgrades, or production for phased-out models
- Plans for handling upgrades and obsolescence
- Length of time the product has been produced or service provided
- Product quality, reliability, and maintainability experience of similar users
- List of products and company services satisfying identical or similar service requirements
- Cost drivers in the manufacture and use of the product
- Applicable regulatory and de facto standards

**Supplier Capability**

- Number of suppliers
- Size and location of suppliers and their current market
- Product distribution channels
- Business practices in sales and distribution from manufacturers to wholesaler, distributor, or retailer, to user
- Production capacity to meet requirements as part of commercial sales and the appropriate time to buy
- Packaging, handling, storage, and transportation practices

**Market Acceptance Criteria**

- Annual sales
- Anticipated future orders
- Description of contractor’s quality controls including extent of statistical process controls
- Warranty terms and practices, annual returns under warranty
- Need for any pre-production or production qualification testing and special quality assurance requirements
- Product evaluation criteria (including life-cycle criteria, if applicable)

**Supportability Issues**

- Product quality, reliability, and maintainability experience of similar users
- Repair parts availability and lead times, documentation, pricing, and distribution systems
• Customer service, installation, checkout, and user operation and maintenance instructions
• Requirements and provisions for manpower and personnel
• Competitive or sole source repair and support base
• Training and training support requirements
• Requirements for and availability of tools, test equipment, computer support resources, calibration procedures, operations, and maintenance manuals
• Commercial repair capabilities
• Supplier calibration, repair, and overhaul practices and capabilities documentation
• Supplier commitment to out-year support
• Degree of technical data package availability
• Stability of current configuration and technology

Test Data

• Hardware, software, and manpower interface issues such as human factors and product safety as experienced by similar users
• Manufacturer test results
• Certification or test results from independent test organizations

References

• List of those currently using the product
• List of similar users currently using the product in the kinds of environments in which DoD uses it

Business Data

• Distribution practices
• Minimum order quantities
• Typical contract terms and conditions
• Financing practices
• Warranty procedures
• Potential conflicts of interest (for services)

INFORMATION TO PROVIDE TO SUPPLIERS

General Information

Operating characteristics for hardware and software
• Environmental conditions for use
• Usage (e.g., fixed, airborne, tactically deployable)

System Interface or Integration Requirements

• Computer language, speed, throughput, ports, memory and expansion potential.
• Radio transmission frequency requirements and allocation status
• Rules for government use of frequency spectrum
• Human factors considerations

Maintainability Information

• Self-test requirements
• Limitations, if any, on organizational-level support equipment

Communications-Computer System Interface Information

• Software portability to other communications-computer systems
• Operating duty cycle (e.g., 24 hours, intermittent)
• Input power quality (drops, surges, spikes, noise)
• Essential safety characteristics
• Reliability, Maintainability, and Survivability data
• Nuclear hardening requirements
• Chemical, biological, and radiological survivability data
• Electromagnetic compatibility

**Logistics Support Information**

• Planned maintenance echelons
• Maintainer proficiency levels
• Software maintenance plans
• Limitations on evacuation of reparable items (battlefield, underground, rough handling)
• Maintenance environment (weather, mud)
• Supply support, support equipment needs, limitations
• Training needs
• Technical data needs
• Transportability

**Services Information**

• Description of services desired
• Period of performance
• Expected deliverables
• Expected labor categories